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11 reasons for Hawai‘i to support legalization of adult-use recreational marijuana

Prohibition is a failed policy. Despite billions of dollars spent on increasingly aggressive 
enforcement of marijuana laws, prohibition has failed to diminish marijuana’s use or availability. 
In 2002, 14.5 million Americans used marijuana regularly; by 2011, that number had increased to 
18.1 million. Furthermore, the Office of National Drug Control Policy found that marijuana prices 
actually dropped and then stabilized after the early 1990s.

1.

Source: http://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/nationwide-trends

Prohibition has resulted in mass incarceration and over-policing. More than 20,000 
people were incarcerated for marijuana possession in 2010. Between 2001 and 2010, there were 
8,244,943 marijuana arrests, of which 88 percent, were for possession. In 2010 alone, there were 
889,133 marijuana arrests—300,000 more than arrests for all violent crimes combined. That’s 
one bust every 37 seconds.

2.

Source: http://www.casacolumbia.org/articlefiles/575-report2010behindbars2.pdf

Prohibition exacerbates institutional racism within the prison system. Black people are 
3.73 times more likely to be arrested for marijuana possession than white people, even though 
Blacks and whites use marijuana at similar rates—a disparity that increased 32.7 percent between 
2001 and 2010. Such racial disparities in marijuana possession arrests exist in every part of the 
country, including in Hawai‘i, where these numbers are reflected for Native Hawaiians and Pacific 
Islanders when compared to other ethnic groups.

3.

Sources: https://www.aclu.org/report/report-war-marijuana-black-and-white
http://lrbhawaii.info/reports/legrpts/oha/2013/act170_slh11.pdf
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Marijuana is safer than alcohol and has legitimate medicinal value. A comparative analysis 
on the risks of recreational drugs found that alcohol is 100 times more dangerous than marijuana. 
Furthermore, a recent American study found that treating epilepsy and other seizure disorders 
with CBD reduced seizures by 54 percent. Use of THC reduced spasticity in sufferers of multiple 
sclerosis by 30 percent.

4.

Sources: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4311234/
https://www.epilepsy.org.uk/news/news/study-confirms-safety-cannabis-drug-cbd-64709

http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/05/14/us-marijuana-sclerosis-idUSBRE84D0RS20120514

Legalization has not made our roads less safe. The total number of arrests for driving 
under the influence of alcohol and other drugs has declined in Colorado and Washington since 
legalization. Additionally, crash rates in both states are statistically similar to comparable states 
without legal marijuana.

5.

Sources: http://crimeinco.cbi.state.co.us/cic2k8/state%20totals/statewide_adult_arrests.html
https://www.drugpolicy.org/sites/default/files/dpa_marijuana_legalization_report_v8_0.pdf

http://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/abs/10.2105/AJPH.2017.303848



Teens are not using marijuana at higher rates since legalization. In fact, the exact opposite 
has happened: due to education and regulations restricting use to adults, the percentage of 
teenagers in Colorado using marijuana has been steadily dropping from 22 percent to 20 percent 
between 2011 and 2013, and remains below the national average of 23.4 percent. Teen levels are 
holding steady nationally as well.

6.

Legalization has not resulted in a public health crisis. Calls to poison control centers 
and visits to emergency departments for marijuana exposure remain relatively uncommon. In 
Oregon, less than 1 percent of calls to the state’s poison centers in 2016 were related to marijuana 
exposure. In Colorado, a mere 0.04 percent of the state’s 2.3 million emergency department visits 
in 2014 were for marijuana exposure.

7.

Sources: http://rmpdc.org/Portals/23/docs/CO%202015%20Annual%20Report.pdf?ver=2016-10-11-084236-237 
http://www.ohsu.edu/xd/outreach/oregon-poison-center/you-and-your-family/upload/Cannabis-report-FINAL-1-24-2016.pdf

Legalization is linked to lower rates of opioid related harm. In states with legal access 
to marijuana, overdose death rates are almost 25 percent lower than in states with no legal 
access, and the reductions in overdose death rates have strengthened over time. Legal access to 
marijuana has been associated with a 23 percent reduction in opioid dependence or abuse-related 
hospitalizations and 15 percent fewer opioid treatment admissions. 

8.

Sources: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2017.01.006
https://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=3012381

Legalization will save taxpayers money and generate badly needed revenue. Enforcing 
marijuana possession laws costs the U.S. $3.6 billion annually. The reduction in arrests in legal 
states has resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars saved for law enforcement and the judiciary. 
At the same time,  universally legalizing marijuana would net all levels of the government an 
estimated $17.4 billion annually—half from reduced spending and costs and the rest from taxing 
marijuana like alcohol and tobacco, and from new economic activity. Legal states are investing 
millions back into education, public health and drug treatment programs.

9.

Sources: https://www.aclu.org/report/report-war-marijuana-black-and-white
http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/view/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780195188028.001.0001/acprof-9780195188028

http://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/pubs/pdf/DrugProhibitionWP.pdf

Legalization will create jobs. The legal cannabis industry already employs between 165,000 to 
230,000 full- and part-time workers across the country. Colorado has created 10,000 new jobs in 
the legal cannabis industry since 2014, boosting the economy and contributing to a lowering of the 
unemployment rate to just 6 percent, making it one of the lowest in the nation.

10.

Sources: https://mjbizdaily.com/chart-cannabis-industry-employs-165000-plus-workers/
http://www.drugpolicy.org/sites/default/files/DPA_Status_Report_Colorado_Marijuana_Regulation.pdf

http://www.bls.gov/eag/eag.co.htm

Legalization will cripple dangerous drug cartels and protect consumers. Mexican cartels 
were once the top suppliers of marijuana to the United States, but the amount seized by the U.S. 
Border Patrol has dropped 24 percent in the past year, and the price of Mexican-grown marijuana 
has dropped from $90 down to $30 per kilogram, dramatically reducing the profitability of illicit 
drug cartel activity. Legalization brings proper regulation and infrastructure, and ushers in 
potency testing, product variety, warning labels, and overall peace of mind for the consumer.

11.

Sources: http://dailycaller.com/2015/02/09/legal-marijuana-drug-cartels/
http://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2014/12/01/367802425/legal-pot-in-the-u-s-may-be-undercutting-mexican-marijuana

Source: https://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/data/yrbs/results.htm
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